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Abstract

Current threat analysis processes followed by tier-1 (T1) analysts in a Security Operation Center (SOC) rely mainly on tacit knowledge, and can differ greatly across analysts. The lack of structure and clear objectives to T1 analyses makes operative inefficiencies hard to spot, SOC performance hard to measure (and therefore improve), results in overall lower security for the monitored environment(s), and contributes to analyst burnout. In this work we collaborate with a commercial SOC to devise a 4-stage (network) threat analysis process to support the collection and analysis of relevant information for threat analysis. We conduct an experiment with ten T1 analysts employed in the SOC and show that analysts following the proposed process are 2.5 times more likely to produce an accurate assessment than analysts who do not. We evaluate qualitatively the effects of the process on analysts decisions, and discuss implications for practice and research.

1 Introduction

As the volume and sophistication of cyber-attacks increase, the security of networks and systems is of key societal and economic importance. Security Operation Centers (SOCs) are business units (within a larger organizational setting), or services (that typically sell managed security services such as security monitoring to third party organizations) whose purpose is to detect cyber-attacks within the monitored environments. Their effectiveness is of primary importance both operationally (to maintain security) and strategically (to deter attacks) [6, 31]. A typical SOC is structured around a tiered system of analysts whereby incoming security events in the form of alerts are first analyzed by tier 1 (T1) analysts, who are typically junior and relatively inexperienced [20] and only escalated to higher tiers (typically through T2 and up to T3 analysts) when the T1 believes the event to be a potential threat to an organization [14]. This tiered system generates a procedure whereby T1 analysts analyze plentiful of false positive alerts (i.e., that are ‘not interesting’ for escalation) [2] and pass on relevant information to higher tiers for more in-depth investigation on alerts for which T1s cannot rule out evidence of attack [14].

Thus, the timeliness, accuracy, and relevancy of the information T1 analysts pass on to T2/T3 analysts is crucial to effective and efficient SOC operations, and by extension to the security of the monitored environments. Despite this, in many SOCs, the actions that SOC analysts take and the information they seek to inform their decisions depends mainly on tacit knowledge and their own background [5, 23], as opposed to a clear structure or framework to identify relevant evidence leading to well-informed decisions. T1 analysts typically do receive training, but generally in the form of internal procedures, systems, and new vulnerabilities [22], rather than in the form of an evidence-based decision-making process for effective threat analysis. This can lead to large differences in accuracy across T1 analysts [26, 28]. An unstructured analysis process can also be problematic in terms of the information passed over to a T2 analyst when an alert is escalated. T2 analysts then need to process reports that are less standardized, coherent and actionable.

Partially mitigating this issue, most SOCs implement so-called ‘playbooks’ or ‘runbooks’, documenting the procedures T1 analysts should follow when analyzing alerts related to a certain use case (e.g. a use case for ‘ransomware’). However, playbook documents are known to have update and maintenance issues, or only cover generic use cases that may induce analysts to use them less than originally intended [5]. In other extreme cases, some managed SOCs employ playbooks that are, in essence, automation rules to report information back to their customers. In those SOCs the T1 analyst (if present...
at all) is essentially reduced to an automaton executing a specific algorithm for each type of alert [22]. This is problematic considering the dynamic nature of cyber-attacks, and the high rate of false positives generated by detectors [2]. Indeed, the relevant literature suggests that analysts perform better when trained on a large variety of threats whose investigation requires high cognitive engagement, as opposed to executing pre-determined tasks [8]. In addition, automation possibly leads to a higher likelihood of burnout [22]. For these combined reasons, numerous previous studies have stressed the importance of humans and their decision making abilities in a SOC [10, 22, 31]. In this work we focus on supporting T1 analysts’ cognitive engagement by proposing a general framework (‘structure’) to guide the T1 through the threat analysis process. More specifically, we collaborate with a commercial SOC (the Eindhoven Security Hub SOC 1) to devise, together with three senior analysts, a structure for the T1 threat analysis process. We then evaluate the effects of the proposed process via a controlled experiment with 10 T1 analysts recruited at the SOC jointly analyzing 200 alerts from a real monitored environment.

**Scope and contribution.** The aim of this paper is to evaluate whether the creative cognitive process behind threat analysis can be aided by providing analysts with guidance on what information to collect to address specific ‘stages’ of the threat analysis process. This is different from building an ‘algorithm’ or set of heuristics to automate analyst decisions, which is not within the scope of this paper. In terms of scope of the proposed process, we focus on network event analysis.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the background on the role of T1 analysts in SOCs, their security analysis process, and discusses related work. Section 3 presents the research questions addressed in this work, and Section 4 describes the methodology to answer them. Section 5 presents our baseline threat analysis process in detail and Section 6 provides the results to validate our process. Finally, Section 7 discusses our findings and Section 8 provides conclusions.

## 2 Background and Related Work

### 2.1 SOCs and tier 1 analysts

A security operation center (SOC) is a provider of security services to organizations. SOCs can be internal, where they provide security services to their own (often large) organization, or external by providing security services to third parties. The security services provided by SOCs can range from network intrusion detection systems (NIDS), to endpoint detection and firewall monitoring. The tools providing these services may utilize static detection mechanisms, dynamic systems, machine learning, artificial intelligence and more. However, most of these technical security solutions in an operational SOC generate security events which are in the first instance evaluated by a T1 analyst in the SOC. The analysis performed by T1 analysts aims to discern interesting security events from not interesting events. In other words, identify ‘interesting’ security events to escalate to T2 and T3 security analysts for further investigation, communication to customers and possible mitigation actions.

Since T1 analysts are the first to analyze and classify security events, the accuracy and timeliness of their analysis is fundamental to a SOC. Indeed, an accurate and timely identification of a cyber-attack minimizes the time available for the attack to complete [8], or may prevent its impact to be fully realized. Unfortunately, investigations performed by T1 analysts are known to be, in general, error prone and time-consuming, despite being repetitive [10, 12, 22, 31]. Naturally, the quality of the analysis and thus the accuracy of the classification is dependent on the individual skill of the analyst. However, external factors can impact this significantly, such as the arrival of external vulnerability information, or the addition of a new network segment in scope of an analyst’s monitoring. Given that this occurs regularly, yet not necessarily predictably, the quality of security event analyses can be quite variable [26].

### 2.2 The security analysis process

The analysis process of a T1 analyst has as input a security event, and as output a classification of this security event. Regardless of internal taxonomies, analysts can in general assign a security event to one of two groups: alerts worthy of escalation to a higher tier for further investigation (further referred to as ‘interesting’ alerts), and those who should not be escalated (further referred to as ‘not interesting’ alerts) [10].

To arrive at this conclusion, the analyst’s job is to look for evidence relating to the security event under analysis with other (security or network) events from any available and relevant source, with the goal of performing a triage for a possible escalation to higher tiers [6, 19, 29].

The T1 analysts’ workflow takes as input a large volume of information that a SOC analyst has to account for in order to classify a security alert. They may look at the source and destination IP addresses [7, 23], at an increase in activities on a certain network port [7], or at the packet size and the content of a payload [7]. From the literature we identify four main categories of information that is considered by an analyst: **Relevance indicators**, evaluating whether an alert is relevant to the scope of the analysis [6]; **Additional alerts**, considering whether other evidence exists that an attack may be ongoing [6, 7]; **Contextual information**, evaluating whether some evidence of an attack is present at or around the affected hosts or systems [7, 21]; **Attack Evidence**, evaluating whether

---

1https://www.eindhovensecurityhub.nl/

---

2More fine-grained evaluations (e.g., Command & Control traffic, suspicious/benign scanning activity, ...) are always possible and commonly employed in SOCs as ‘metadata’ attached to the categorization above.
there is evidence that the events generating the alert led to a (successful) attack [6]. Table 1 provides a summary.

On the other hand, different analysts are known to employ different strategies to analyze a specific alert [26,28]. Indeed, there is no clear framework of reference on what information to collect and what evidence is relevant to which phase of the investigation [2]. This suggests that there is no one clear predefined process for T1 analysts to follow, and that analysis results are entirely left to an analyst's own background, knowledge, and skills [23]. This may lead to increased analyst burnout [14], and is particularly undesirable given the high-turnover nature of T1 analysts within SOCs (that are regularly substituted by more junior and inexperienced analysts).

2.3 Related Work

Most of the previous research on SOC analysts focuses on the work process of the SOC as a whole rather than specific roles within the SOC. Of the papers mentioned in this section, three are qualitative studies [6,14,23] and two include some quantitative results [28,30]. Furthermore, previous work can be divided in those that specifically consider the alert analysis process of SOC analysts [6,23,28] (although with the abstraction level of SOCs as a whole) or those who consider the work of the analysts from an organizational perspective [14,22].

D’Amico and Whitley [6] conducted a cognitive task analysis (CTA) on the general workflow of a SOC, the security analysis process and the decision making process of an analyst. The authors identified a tiered system where a large volume of data enters the SOC, and that in each tier data is either discarded or retained to transfer to the next tier. Their work identifies several pieces of information that SOC analysts utilize to analyze security events and based on the CTA the authors draw conclusions on how visualization tools can and should integrate in the SOC environment. Although their work does not conduct a CTA for specific roles within the SOC (e.g T1 analyst), it provides an overview of how the SOC as a whole analyze and handle incoming security events. Similarly, Zhong et al. [28], captured analysis operations performed by analysts in a SOC and the hypotheses they generate and utilize in this process. The authors conduct CTA to capture fine-grained processes performed as part of the alert analysis. Interestingly, the authors highlight the observation that analysts employ different strategies and processes to explore the data and generate hypotheses to investigate. In later work Zhong et al. [30] propose a tool that automates the data triage aspect of a T1 analyst’s work. They observed high-performance and satisfactory false-positive rates. They do note, however, that the quality of the system depends on the quality of the triage traces, which in turn depends on the quality of the analyst. Notably, this approach utilizes the operations of the analysts, such as “searching”, “selecting” and “filtering” [30], and does not capture why an analyst performs this action, nor what evidence is obtained from this operation.

Kokulu et al. conducted a qualitative study on issues within the SOC [14]. One of the primary findings is the current metrics for SOC performance are not effective. Moreover, this is a point of contention between security analysts and their managers. They also found the speed of response and the level of automation to be similarly (and very) important for effective SOC operations. Additionally, they noted that poor analyst training and high false-positive rates are issues within the SOC’s in their research. This all culminates into poor quality of analyses, if left unaddressed.

Another interesting observation noted by Sunderamurthy et al [23] is the problem of tacit knowledge within the SOC; decisions made by security analysts are based on intuition and not documented. Often, the security analysts cannot clearly communicate their knowledge related to the incident and the reason for their classification of this incident [23]. This is a key component of the services provided by SOCs, as the contact point for the monitored environment must be provided with accurate and actionable evidence of a security incident. The contact person must be convinced that mitigation is necessary and warrant a potential interruption of business processes. T1 security analysts must do this as well when escalating to T2 or T3 analysts. Good communication about what a T1 analyst has observed, supporting evidence and their decision process is therefore a must in an effective SOC. On this line, [23] reports that “SOC jobs such as incident response and forensic analysis have become so sophisticated and expertise driven that understanding the process is nearly impossible without doing the job.”

3 Problem Statement and Research Questions

The process of alert investigation is repetitive, time-consuming and error prone [10,12,22,31]. Much research has been done on the automation of individual steps or parts of the investigation, such as correlation and alert reduction, often relying on automated learning techniques [24,31]. Past research also provided an high level overview of the workflow of an analyst [6,7,28]. However, to our knowledge a clear structure of the investigative process, and an evaluation of the extent to which it would aid in accurate decision making by T1 analysts, is currently missing [25]. The problem statement above gives rise to the following two research questions:

RQ1: Which sequence of tasks and information gathering should a tier 1 analyst perform when executing a threat analysis process to analyze network security alerts?

RQ2: To what extent can the derived threat analysis process increase the accuracy of classifying network security alerts for tier 1 analysts?
Table 1: Categories of information SOC analysts employ to classify alerts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Category</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relevance indicators</td>
<td>Information to classify whether the alert under investigation is even relevant for the</td>
<td>[2, 6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOC, based on the signature and the scope of the customer.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional alerts</td>
<td>Alerts related to the current alert that the analyst is investigating. This may be previous</td>
<td>[6, 7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>instances of the same alert triggering or alerts that surround the current alert.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contextual information</td>
<td>Information about the behavior and other observables of the involved internal host.</td>
<td>[2, 7, 12, 21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack evidence</td>
<td>Any evidence relating to the alleged attack including the type of attack, attacker and any</td>
<td>[2, 6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>indication of success.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Methodology

Overview of method. To answer our research questions we rely on an ongoing collaboration with a commercial (managed) SOC, the Eindhoven Security Hub SOC (for brevity referred to as ‘the SOC’), providing network monitoring services for small and medium-size organizations active in education, IT-services, and manufacturing.

RQ1. To derive the threat analysis process we worked closely with a T2 security analysis expert with 4+ years of experience who is currently active in the SOC to identify which information a T1 analyst should consider for the ‘escalation’ of the alert to be useful for the higher-tier analysts. The derived information was then mapped to the categories presented in Table 1 and used to build a step-wise process for the analysis. This process was then iteratively and independently evaluated by two senior analysts (with respectively 15+ and 10+ years of experience) active in the SOC, until all three experts were in agreement on the resulting threat analysis process. Implementation details and results are given in Section 5.

RQ2. To validate the identified threat analysis process we designed an experiment to compare the performance of SOC analysts who employ the process to conduct analysis of alert data in the SOC, against that of analysts who do not. We employ sensor data from one of the organizations monitored by the SOC to sample alerts from a real-life environment. This ensures that baseline information (such as the IP space of that organization) is already known to the analysts. In addition to using alerts from our sensor, we generated additional alerts by injecting attacks into the virtual SOC environment to validate our process on alerts relating to successful attacks. To make sure saturation in the collected information steps is reached, we adopted a step-wise process whereby additional information of relevance to the process is added to the set as each new alert is analyzed.

The ten sampled alerts consist of malware, exploits, command & control, policy violations and scan alerts. The alerts were randomly selected from one of the monitored environments in the SOC. These alerts were completely analyzed by the T2 analyst. The result is an information set with all information utilized by the analyst during their analysis.

Process construction. Having identified the steps of the analysis process, the T2 analyst mapped each step to the stages reported in Table 1. The T2 analyst then employed the obtained mapping to reconstruct the process they employed during their analyses.

Process verification. The obtained threat analysis process is then given in input to two separate senior analysts (one T3 analyst with 15+ years of experience and a security researcher with 10+ years of experience in threat analysis). Each expert is

4.1 Synthesis of the threat analysis process

Figure 1 provides an overview of the iterative process we employ to construct our proposed threat analysis process.

Preliminary alert analysis. In order to establish a set of information a T1 analyst should collect we adopted a bottom-up approach and sampled a set of 10 security alerts from a prototype sensor of the SOC. This relatively low number of alerts was chosen in first instance under the observation (and in consultation with the involved SOC experts) that the T1 analysis process is very repetitive and does not vary significantly across (network) security alerts. To make sure saturation in the collected information steps is reached, we adopted a step-wise process whereby additional information of relevance to the process is added to the set as each new alert is analyzed.

The ten sampled alerts consist of malware, exploits, command & control, policy violations and scan alerts. The alerts were randomly selected from one of the monitored environments in the SOC. These alerts were completely analyzed by the T2 analyst. The result is an information set with all information utilized by the analyst during their analysis.
asked to independently analyze three security alerts randomly obtained from the SOC environment (distinct from the ten employed for the process derivation) using the provided threat analysis process. Each senior analyst independently provided the T2 analyst with feedback on the process and considered information, and the process is updated accordingly. This process verification and update loop was repeated until all three experts agreed on the devised threat analysis process.

4.2 Experimental evaluation

To evaluate the effect of our threat analysis process on analysts’ accuracy (RQ2), we ran an experiment involving T1 analysts and real alert data from one of the SOC sensors.

Experimental design. Figure 2 provides an overview of the experimental design. From the SOC environment we sampled 200 alerts and divided these in ten batches (‘scenarios’) of 20 alerts each. We then recruited ten T1 analysts and asked them to analyse four batches of alerts each (for a total 80 alert analyses per analyst); each analyst was assigned to either the treatment group (i.e., following the proposed process for the analysis) or the control group, and asked to classify each alert as either ‘interesting’ or ‘not interesting’. These assessments are then compared against a ground truth of assessments (defined by the SOC’s T2 analyst) to evaluate differences in accuracy between the treatment and control groups. In the following, we describe our choice of subjects, how we designed the sets of alerts per subject, how we derived the ground truth and the details of the experimental setup.

Subjects. We recruited as subjects of our experiment ten junior analysts over a period of six months, in two batches of five analysts each. To maintain comparable experience levels across recruited analysts, we recruited them immediately after they joined the SOC. T1 analysts in the SOC are structurally hired as interns from the security program at a technical university in Europe. Their turnover rate varies between four and six months of employment. All subjects are assessed before joining the team for their background, and are given the same technical on-the-job training. Analysts in the treatment group were given an additional training on the devised threat analysis process they will employ during the experiment.

Designing alert sets. Collecting ‘baseline’ alert data. To maintain realism of the experimental setup, we collected alerts from the network environment of a customer of the SOC over the course of 2.5 weeks. To make sure the collected alerts were not already investigated by our subjects as part of their normal job activities, we selected a network whose data is only captured for technical testing purposes by the SOC (as opposed to for security monitoring). The environment from which the alert data is collected comprises over 1500 unique hosts and multiple DNS and file servers. We logged approximately 100M connections attempts and 48M DNS requests. These connections generated 350k security events distributed across 150 unique security alerts. As SOC data are over-represented by alerts of certain kinds (e.g. alerts related to scan activities), we employed a stratified random sampling method over the collected alerts. We employ the ‘rule category’ attribute that comes with alerts to define the type of each alert. The considered alert categories are: Scan, Malware, C2C and Policy. From each of the rule categories, we randomly selected a unique rule, and from that we sampled a random alert generated by that rule.

Generating ‘successful’ attacks. To generate ‘interesting’ alerts we could not rely on existing data in the SOC, as actual attacks are rare. We therefore employed PCAP network traffic from malware-traffic-analysis.net [15], which provides records of malicious network traffic of (multi-stage) malware attacks, to inject simulated attacks to the SOC sensors generating security alerts. Details of the attacks are reported in Appendix A. To assure the realism of the attacks, IP addresses in the obtained PCAPS are adapted to those expected within the range of the monitored network from which the ‘baseline data’ is derived. To avoid conflicts in the data, only unassigned IP addresses are used to rewrite the PCAPs; only internal IPs to the infected network were changed (i.e. IPs of the malware infrastructure remained unaltered). DNS servers used in the attacks are set to be the actual internal DNS servers in that sub-net, reflecting the corporate policy for the sub-net of the monitored environment. To inject the PCAPS in the SOC
network sensor to generate security alerts, we employed the SAIBER tool [18].

Overall, our scenarios consist of 178 alerts sampled from the baseline monitored environment and 22 alerts generated by the injected attacks, for a total of 200 alerts. The ‘Scenarios’ (S₁, S₂, ..., S₁₀ in Figure 2) were then created by constructing 10 non-overlapping sets of 20 alerts. Each scenario contains alerts generated by exactly one injected attack; each attack generates at least one (and at most four) alerts.

**Ground truth derivation.** Once we derived our scenarios and related alerts, the T2 analyst ran a blind analysis over 5 alerts per scenario (for a total of 10 × 5 = 50 alerts) to label them as ‘interesting’ or ‘not interesting’. All alerts related to an attack in a scenario were included in the set given to the T2 analyst. The remaining alert(s) for the ground truth were chosen randomly. The distribution of alerts per category is reported in Table 2.

**Experimental setup.** The first batch of five analysts was assigned to the treatment condition. This choice was motivated by the need to empirically verify the internal consistency of the baseline threat analysis process before booking analysts’ time away from the SOC. Details are reported in Appendix D. This batch received an in-depth training on the devised threat analysis process; the training was delivered by a T2 analyst, during the T1 analysts’ intake at the SOC. The second batch was assigned to the control condition and only received generic training that was in place at the SOC before the introduction of the devised process. Analysts from both batches were asked to record their classification for each of the twenty alerts in a scenario as ‘interesting’ or ‘not interesting’, and to motivate their decision in plain English. Additionally, analysts from the first (treatment) batch were asked to record their evaluation for each of the steps identified in the threat analysis model for each of the analyzed alerts, in a separate worksheet.

### 4.3 Ethical considerations

This research was executed under ethical approval from our institution’s ethical review board under approval number ERB2022MCS20. We gained explicit and informed consent from all subjects to participate in this experiment. Subject’s names were anonymized to disassociate their identity from any performance evaluations. Furthermore, to alleviate the workload of our subjects, subjects participated in the experiment during working hours, as opposed to participating on top of their regular commitment with the SOC.

### 5 A threat analysis process for network events

Following the iterative process described in Section 4.1, agreement on the details of the threat analysis process was reached at the fourth feedback iteration (at which point none of the three experts had any further remark). The result is 13 information steps mapped into the 4 stages reported in Table 1. Table 3 provides a summary of the final mapping between the process steps and stages. The final analysis process is visualized in Figure 3. The process guides the analyst in collecting evidence of an attack through the four identified stages; at the end of the process, the analyst decides whether there is enough evidence to classify the alert as ‘interesting’, or not.

The rest of this section details each step for every stage within the proposed threat analysis process.

#### 5.1 Relevance Indicators

The first process stage consists of three steps; signature specificity (SIS), signature age (SIA) and customer scope (CS).

**Signature specificity.** To determine ‘specificity’, the analyst first determines whether the triggered signature is specific to a certain attack or service, or whether it is only a generic indicator of an attack. This step allows one to establish the initial priority of the alert analysis (e.g. specific indicators may be prioritised over generic indicators), as well as determine what to investigate in future steps. Generally, identifying that

---

5Classifying the entire set of 200 alerts was not feasible due to the required time during which the T2 analyst would have been unavailable to the regular SOC operations.

6Importantly, we note that this process is not meant to be prescriptive, in that it does not provide instructions or thresholds to make specific decisions on the classification. Differently, it provides a framework of reference for the analyst to collect relevant information to make well-informed decisions on what action to take (i.e., ultimately, escalate or not escalate). Whether this decision can be at least partially automated or scripted away (on the basis of the collected information), or safely taken at a specific stage of the process, is out of the scope of this contribution.

---

**Table 2: Alert distribution across alert categories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Ground truth</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Command and Control</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malware</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>50</strong></td>
<td><strong>200</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 3: Overview of the baseline threat analysis process**
the signature is specific here increases confidence in the event being interesting. Identifying that the signature is generic may decrease the confidence, depending on the level of generality.

**Signature age.** Analysts can check the signature creation date and last updated data of an alert to estimate if the behaviour triggering the alert is a recent or an old threat. This signals the age of associated threat, or indicates a potentially not interesting security event if the trigger conditions of the indicator are time-dependent.

**Customer scope.** The analyst determines if the alert is within the monitored scope by reviewing if necessary the customer security policy, as well as the service level agreements about sub-nets and reporting. The alerts with no to low impact, for example a guest network of the customer, can in this way be evaluated early on in the process as lower priority.

**5.2 Additional alerts.**

The second stage consists of two steps; alert history (AH) and surrounding alerts (SA).

**Alert history.** The analyst investigates the history of the alert under investigation. Namely, how often the alert has been triggered in the past, how often it was considered interesting, and whether it triggered for the same internal host before. Using this information, an analyst can verify quickly whether the observed alert is a common false positive or not. If past occurrences have been flagged as ‘not interesting’ due to them being false positives, the analyst can consider that the alert under investigation may be a false positive as well.

**Surrounding alerts.** The analyst investigates additional alerts similar to the one under investigation that were triggered by one or multiple of the involved hosts, around the time of the potential attack. When looking at these surrounding alerts, analysts may observe different alerts with similar names, indicating the same potential attack. This adds evidence that the event underlying these alerts may be interesting. Additionally the analyst may observe alerts for different phases of an attack, further strengthening the case for continuing to investigate the alert. For example, investigating a malware alert, a surrounding alert may be C2C activity. Identifying these surrounding alerts allows the analyst to get a more encompassing picture of an ongoing attack, if present.

**5.3 Contextual information.**

The third stage consists of four steps; related logs (RL), traffic stream information (TSI), target host information (THI) and target hosts behaviour (THB). At this stage, the analyst collects concrete evidence generated by the security systems, and information provided by the owner of the monitored environment. If the analyst finds no evidence of a potential attack reaching a vulnerable host, the analyst may consider it as evidence to classify the alert as ‘not interesting’.

**Related logs.** This step focuses on identifying logs useful
to evaluate the cause or the outcome of the attack under investigation. This selection is largely dependent on the type of alert, and the type of traffic it is triggered on. In general, RL consists of at least a connection log, a protocol specific log (such as HTTP, or SSH), in addition to the alert log. Furthermore, any other logs generated by the receiving host of the protocol in the alert, or DNS logs, are typically related.

Traffic stream information. The analyst considers more detailed information about the packets sent to and from the host. This information can include the total number of bytes and packets sent by the attacker and defender, and the data contained in those packets. The protocol used between the communication of the attacker and defender is an important consideration in this step as it determines whether the number of packets and the data contained in them are abnormal or not in the specific context. For example, this step allows analysts to identify successful port scans by verifying if a response packet was sent back to the source. This also allows analysts to determine whether any ‘lucky hits’, were generated. A ‘lucky hit’ occurs when the trigger conditions of a signature (typically a non-specific one, as assessed in the SIS step) are met by pure chance on a random sequence of bytes, and thus trigger on benign traffic, producing false-positives.

Target host information. The analyst can utilize information about the host, such as whether it is a desktop or a server, its purpose (for example DNS server), its OS, its associated sub-net, host name, open ports and so on, to reason about whether the attack under investigation can ever lead to successful violation of corporate policies. This step can vary greatly from SOC to SOC and even from monitored environment to monitored environment, as corporate policies differ between organizations.

Target host behaviour. Next to utilizing known information about the targeted host, the analyst reviews the current behavior of the targeted host. For this, the logs produced by the IDS and network sniffer are utilized to review the behaviour of the host before and after the attack. If the host behaves abnormally compared to how the hosts normally would behave, it may indicate that the host was impacted by the attack.

5.4 Attack evidence

This stage consists of four steps; attack/exploit information (A/EI), attack success indicators (ASI), attacker information (AI) and relation to the use cases (RUC).

Attack/Exploit information. In this step, the analyst determines the exact attack and tools involved. The information required to determine this originates from the signature which triggered the alert, and open source information about the corresponding attack. From this step, it should be clear whether there is an attack, and if so what attack specifically. Using this information, in relation to that collected in the previous steps (e.g. RL, THI) the analyst estimates how this specific attack can have impact on the customer.

Attacker information. The analyst investigates the behaviour of the attacker (or at least of the attacking system). Using the logs generated as a result of the attacker behaviour, as well as using public sources, the analyst can determine whether the attacker is an actual attacker. This step is needed to rule out known and trusted sources such as (vulnerability) scanners, as well as help identifying false positive alerts generating ‘hits’ on backup streams, software updates, and benign network downloads.

Attack success indicators. The analyst investigates whether the attack was successful. Analysts use information obtained from former stages and open sources that identify clear indicators of successful attacks. Generally, the attack success indicators are highly dependent on the specific attack, however, generic indicators such as DNS requests for unusual top-level domains or internal scanning can be used as well.

Relation to use cases. The analyst consults the use cases for the affected environment. This step helps them to correctly identify the full impact for the environment, and thus the final classification of the alert. It also eliminates any alerts which are not important to the environment. For example, investigating a generic malware alert, having determined that it is actually adware on a desktop, the use cases may call for no action at all, depending on the environment. Finally, the use cases may provide useful information and guidance on what to report to higher tier analysts or the affected customer.

6 Experiment results

Table 4 provides an overview of the alert analyses performed by our subjects. Collectively, analysts classified an alert as ‘interesting’ 114 times, and 686 times as ‘not interesting’. Furthermore, we observe that analysts who followed our process classify alerts more often as ‘interesting’ (67 times) than the analysts who did not follow the process (47 times, \( \chi = 3.69, p = 0.055 \)). Whereas only borderline significant, this suggests that following the proposed process may increase the likelihood of escalating an alert to a higher tier. Meanwhile, we do not observe any within-group difference across analysts in terms of their classification outputs in either group (treatment: \( \chi = 1.36, p = 0.85 \); control: \( \chi = 2.07, p = 0.72 \)). This suggests that the likelihood of an analyst’s classification for a given alert may depend on the treatment group the analyst is assigned to, rather than on the analyst themselves.

Focusing on analysts accuracy, we observe that overall analysts not following our process show a accuracy of 82% in the classification; by contrast, analysts following the proposed process show an overall accuracy of 92%. Interestingly, this difference disappears when only considering alerts whose ground truth classification is ‘not interesting’. By contrast, ‘interesting’ alerts were classified correctly only 65.9% (29 our of 44 possible assessments on ‘interesting’ alerts) of the times by analysts not employing our process, while the group
who did follow the process classified the same set correctly 88.6% (39/44) of the times. This suggests that the proposed process is particularly useful for alerts related to attacks, reducing the classification inaccuracy by more than 20%. Generally, we find T1 analysts to perform better at classifying ‘not interesting’ alerts as opposed to ‘interesting’ alerts with a classification accuracy of 94.6% and 77.2% respectively.

To evaluate the effects of the proposed threat analysis process on assessment accuracy, we perform a logistic regression on the dependent variable Correct, which is a dummy variable set to 1 if an analyst correctly classifies the security alert, and 0 otherwise. The explanatory variables in the regression model are Process and Category. Process is a dummy variable set to 1 if the analyst followed our threat analysis process; Category is a categorical variable representing the category of an alert among the categories Scan, Malware, CnC and Policy. In addition, we run checks to evaluate whether a mixed effect model is required to account for the fact that multiple observations are assessed per subject, and checks to account for additional effects caused by the specific scenarios. To do this, we consider whether Analysts or the Scenarios play a role in the outcome. We run two separate logistic regression models: one with analyst dummy-variables as predictors, and one with scenario dummy-variables as predictors. Table 5 provides an overview of the results. For both models, we find no significant effect of any analyst or scenario on the predicted outcome. A joint ANOVA test confirms this as the null-hypothesis of all coefficients being equal to zero is not rejected, which is consistent with Analyst and Scenario not playing a role in differentiating assessments \((p = 0.365\) and \(p = 0.323\) respectively). We therefore do not include either variable in the final model presented here, and use logistic regression to fit the model \(Correct = c + \beta_1 \text{Process} + \beta \text{Category} \).\(^7\)

Table 6 shows the effect sizes alongside associated p-values from the fixed effects logistic regression model. Coefficients shown in bold denote an associated p-value of 0.05 or less which we consider statistically significant. As Scan is the most common alert category in the SOC, we choose it as the reference category for the categorical variable Category.

---

\(^7\)For completeness, we also estimated the mixed effects model. The coefficients are qualitatively identical both in magnitude and direction to those reported here.
baseline category for the variable Category; coefficients for other categories should therefore be interpreted relative to it. The coefficient of Process is 0.98 with a p-value of 0.035, showing that analysts following the proposed threat analysis process were significantly more likely to classify alerts correctly than analysts in the control group. This corresponds to a change in the odds of correct classification of 167%, i.e. a shift in probability of generating a correct assessment from approximately 82% in the control group to 92% in the treatment group. We also observe that there is a significant difference between Malware and Scan (p = 0.002) alerts. Malware related alerts were more often incorrectly assessed than scan alerts, indicating that Malware alerts are significantly more difficult to analyze correctly. Other differences across categories are smaller and not statistically significant.

6.1 Qualitative evaluation

We now try to qualitatively characterize the differences between the two groups by looking at specific classification tasks in the two groups. To reconstruct this, we look at the data annotated by the analysts with the motivations of their decisions for a classification for each specific alert.

Firstly, from the data we observed that subjects who do not follow our process typically based their decision to discard an alert (i.e. classifying it as ‘not interesting’) after a single ‘step’ in the decision process. For example, a CnC alert (ThreatFox BazarBackdoor botnet C2 traffic, whose instance in our data is classified as ‘interesting’ by the T2 analyst) in scenario no. 3 was erroneously classified by an analyst as ‘not interesting’ as the network communication related to this alert “only” contained 10 packets. One of the analysts remarks: “It’s [the count is] below 50. So, this alert can also be dismissed.” Whereas ‘50’ is not a limit specified anywhere in the SOC and is considered relevant for SSH brute force attacks. This suggests that the analyst erroneously considered this a universal threshold when deciding whether a communication is large enough to be considered potentially interesting, despite the alert in question being completely unrelated to SSH brute force. This seems in line with the generally accepted notion of ‘implicit knowledge’ being employed by analysts [5, 22]. Although our process does not prevent these mistakes from happening, following it may at least aid analysts in considering other steps as well to potentially classify alerts in a more informed manner.

In another investigation on alert ET JA3 Hash – [Abuse.ch] Possible Dridex, two analysts who erroneously classified it as ‘not interesting’ had previously observed high false positive rates with alerts associated to ‘JA3’ hashes. Therefore, analysts investigating JA3 alerts often muddled that this is most likely going to be a false positive. Further, this alert was associated to a limited (9) number of packets, leading analysts not following the process to classify it as ‘not interesting’ despite the presence of concrete evidence of a connection from a suspicious IP being established with the host. By contrast, analysts in the treatment group identified that this alert was related to another ‘interesting’ alert at the SA step. Whereas the T1 analysts could not observe much of the data relating to the network communication of this alert, they identified sufficient evidence to escalate it, considering that if the alert was related to an attack it would have a high impact to the organization. One of the analysts following our process remarked the following related to this alert: “Could not tell that the decoded message would have had a relation to this traffic. It is still malware-related, making it more significant for the customer and this same IP was also involved with the Threatfox backdoor alert.” Interestingly, another analyst following the process and correctly classifying this alert as ‘interesting’ commented “It’s weird. JA3 is never interesting for us.”. This suggests they made similar considerations to the analysts not employing the process, but corrected their belief on the basis of the additional evidence collected.

We find three cases where following the process lead to analysts classifying a ‘not interesting’ alert as ‘interesting’, i.e. generating a false positive classification. One scan alert (ET SCAN MS Terminal Server Traffic on Non-standard Port) was classified as ‘interesting’ because there was insufficient evidence in one ‘step’ of the investigation. Almost all ‘steps’ in this investigation were leading to the conclusion that the alert was indeed not interesting. However, as the subject could not observe the behavior of the host, the subject decided to classify it as ‘interesting’ nonetheless to verify the alert with a T2 analyst. Another interesting case was when an analyst over-relied on AI instead of other steps in the process when investigating ET SCAN ProxyReconBot CONNECT method to Mail. This alert was raised despite the attempted scan receiving no response packets from the host. Yet, as the IP which was scanning the network corresponded to an untrusted domain, the T1 analyst decided to classify the alert as ‘interesting’. Overall, these errors seem to be caused by a mistaken interpretation of the evidence (or lack thereof) by the analyst, rather than being induced by an incorrect evaluation strategy imposed by the process.

7 Discussion

Our findings show that analysts are significantly more likely to classify alerts correctly (odds increase by around 2.5 times) when following our baseline threat analysis process. This suggests that a structured process that T1 analysts can follow can when compared to sole reliance on tacit knowledge [5], aid in the correctness of security alert classification. Interestingly, in our experiment this increase in accuracy can be mainly attributed to ‘interesting’ alerts. In our experiment, we observe that for our analysts the rate of correct classifi-
cations of a ‘not interesting’ alert is higher than 90%; this suggests that a ‘not interesting’ alert may be easier to analyse and thus may benefit to a lesser extent from a structured way of processing information. For example, ‘not interesting’ alerts raised by attempted (but failed) port scans can often be dismissed by simply observing that the host system did not communicate back to the attacker. Therefore, most analysts would classify such alerts correctly, regardless of how rigorously they analyse the evidence. By contrast, T1 analysts in our experiment struggled more with analysing ‘interesting’ alerts correctly. This is unsurprising as these alerts are in general more complex and require the analysis of more information. Considering a delta of 20% in correct assessments for ‘interesting’ alerts between the two experimental conditions, our results suggest that structuring the analysis process may improve the classification accuracy specifically for the hardest alerts to analyze. Our example in Section 6.1 illustrates that this may be the case as analysts who do not follow our process may over- rely on one information point and simultaneously not consider other relevant information required for the analysis, whereas analysts who do eventually find the relevant information.

7.1 Implications for practice

Training. SOCs conduct training for their T1 analysts to for example, update analysts on the latest threats and how to analyze them [8, 11, 14]. As the training directly improves the effectiveness of analysts, it is considered a crucial aspect of a SOC [2, 11, 20]. However, T1 analysts need to have a baseline level in their work, such that analysts are able to perform adequately even if they have not been trained on that specific set of alerts. By structuring the workflow of a T1 analyst, it streamlines the baseline knowledge a T1 analyst should have in a SOC. The specific information T1 analysts should collect is explicitly defined, and thus SOCs can tailor their training towards how to collect the required information.

Measuring analyst performance. It is important for SOCs to measure the performance of their analysts such that they know where different detection tools or more training are required. For example, if a SOC realizes that analysts are having significant difficulties interpreting relevant logs, it may consider training their analysts on logs specifically. However, current quantitative metrics for SOC analysts often fail to measure the actual performance of the analyst [14, 22]. Our proposed threat analysis process can standardize the workflow of T1 analysts in terms of what information they should collect during their analyses. This gives SOC managers more concrete directions to measure the performance of their analysts, and of the processes they oversee. Although, it is out of the scope of this paper to present better metrics for T1 analyst performance, measuring performance of analysts at specific steps gives a more accurate overview of their analysis performance as opposed to only considering the number of escalated alerts [14], handled alerts [22] and time needed to analyse an alert [14]. Importantly, this may reveal ‘weak’ spots in the detection and escalation processes in place at a SOC, giving managers accurate metrics on which to base future adjustments.

Escalation. When an alert is being escalated by a T1 analyst, the analyst escalates the alert itself with supporting evidence why the alert has been escalated [13]. However, what may constitute as supporting evidence may differ for each individual analyst. SOCs may have their own standards and expectations on what T1 analysts include in their ‘ticket’. On the other hand, the proposed threat analysis process (or any structured process analysts can follow) can be used to provide a ticketing standard that is in tune with the process that the T1 analyst follow. Furthermore, by removing uncertainty on the expectations of a T2 analyst on what information they will receive from a T1 analyst, the time needed to interpret each ticket by a T2 analyst may be reduced.

7.2 Implications for research and future work

There have been numerous previous studies presenting proposed tools pertaining to issues in the threat analysis process of SOC analysts [3, 4, 9, 31]. In line with this, future work could integrate a threat analysis process into an operational SOC. In our work, a subset of analysts were required to follow our process, however this is hard to enforce outside the controlled experiment. Observing how analysts would classify real security events using an integrated system that guides them into a desired process would potentially yield interesting insights into how such a process would function in practice.

Similarly, future work may evaluate ‘how much information’ is ‘enough information’ to collect to take an accurate decision on a specific alert. This may aid the navigation of an analysis process for analysts to ‘quit’ the process early on when enough evidence has been collected to take a negative decision. Similarly, the proposed process may be extended to other types of data, e.g. considering host or cloud log data rather than network (event) data.

In our work we focused on the accuracy of the classification of an analyst as the sole metric of a T1 analyst. However, previous studies have shown that timeliness of analysis is important as well in an operational SOC [8, 22]. Even if our threat analysis process leads to a better outcome in classification, it would be problematic if it added a significant time overhead for T1 analysts. Future work could investigate how following such a process influences the timeliness (and not only the accuracy) of the classification of security events.

7.3 Threats to validity

Construct validity. All injected attacks in our experiment consisted of malware related attacks, where a malware is installed, the host is controlled via a command and control server and where possibly some lateral movement took place.
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within the network. Considering that SOCs encounter other forms of attacks, a set of alerts generated by malware related attacks may not fully reflect the concept of ‘interesting’ alerts.

**Internal validity.** We assume in our experiment that all our subjects are equally skilled in analyzing security events and do not influence the accuracy of the classifications. However, in reality some analysts may be more skilled than others despite similar job experiences and educational background. To mitigate this, we checked whether concrete evidence exists that analysts influence the classification of the alerts or not. Additionally, when collecting data regarding the internal consistency of our process we used the response options in Table 7 in the Appendix. However, we did not test whether the interpretations of the response options differ among our subjects. In other words, subjects may give different responses to a step with the same observed data. Meanwhile, subjects may give identical responses to a step even though they have interpreted the data completely differently.

**External validity.** The main threat to external validity is the extent to which the employed SOC represents data and operations adopted by other SOCs. SOCs vary widely over both dimensions as they employ different technologies and sensors, SOC operations are not standardized, and by monitoring different networks/infrastructures they may evaluate different alerts over different environments [25]. However, virtually all SOCs at least monitor network traffic [6,16,27] and typically employ junior T1 analysts as a first line of defense to decide whether to escalate or ignore incoming alerts [25]. As the SOC under analysis performs only network analysis, and employs T1 analysts from the same ‘pool’ as most SOCs (i.e., junior staff in need of specialized cybersecurity training to operate well within a SOC [25]) we consider it to be representative of SOCs in general, over these two dimensions. Further, as the SOC under analysis only performs network monitoring, we can evaluate model effects without additional confounding factors caused by multiple data sources (e.g. system host logs). Whereas this suggests that our finding that a structured analysis process can help analysts in making accurate evaluations over network alerts, effect sizes may vary significantly across SOCs. Further research is needed to derive and evaluate analysis processes across different SOCs, monitored environments, and monitoring technologies, and their interactions. Additionally, whereas the collaborating SOC only allows two possible classifications for T1 analysts, past research [21] show that other SOCs may have more options to classify an alert. Our threat analysis process does not incorporate such frameworks for classifying alerts and thus, our process requires modification to accommodate different classification systems.

### 8 Conclusions

In this work we devised a threat analysis process to attempt to structure the work process of T1 SOC analysts. Our threat analysis process consists of four stages where it guides the analyst into collecting information relevant for their analysis. Furthermore, we conducted an experiment using real alert data with ten T1 analysts working in a commercial SOC to investigate the effect of structuring the threat analysis process. Our results show that our process increases the odds of our subjects correctly classifying an alert by 167%. More specifically, we observed that alerts correlated with a cyber attack are the alerts which significantly benefit from using our threat analysis process. Overall, our study suggests that structuring the analysis process of a T1 analyst aid in the correct classification of security alerts.
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A Injected attacks

The list below identifies the attacks that were injected as part of the experiment, and the general behavior that could be determined from the logs and alerts the attacks generated in the experiment environment. All attacks involve a malware(s). Alerts are generated from installations of such malware, command and control traffic or lateral movements. The table below shows which of the three aforementioned components of an attack generated an alert. I stands for installation, CnC for command and control and LM for lateral movements.

B Environment

To ensure that the only additional training required for the experiment is the training related to our threat analysis process, we replicated the SOC environment on which our subjects work, and received their generic intake training. The environment is based on the Elastic Stack (ELK) and employs instrumented Suricata and Zeek sensors for the network event analysis (Suricata for attack detection and Zeek for logging network traffic). In our experiment Suricata was deployed with the open source Emerging Threat Open ruleset, as well as the licensed Emerging Threat PRO ruleset employed at the SOC. Replicating the configuration used in the production environment of the SOC, a subset of rules was configured not to trigger alerts (i.e., starting points for analyst investigations), but rather to generate logs stored in the SIEM. These logs can be used by analysts to further enrich the context of the events that triggered the investigated alert. These ‘muted’ signatures include hunting, policy, and info signatures. On top of the alerts and network logs generated by the sensors, the analysts were allowed to seek additional information from online sources (e.g. to check file hashes, IP address reputation, perform whois queries, ..) as normally performed during real operations. Because of storage limitations in the experiment environment, analysts did not have access to raw network traffic in PCAP files.

C Analysis sheet

Table 7 provides a summary of the options given to analysts for each of the process stages and steps identified in Fig. 3.

D Alert assessment consistency

We first evaluate whether the proposed threat analysis process produces consistent evaluations by the analysts. To evaluate this, we compare the evaluations made by analysts in the first batch across all steps of the proposed process. To do this, we compute the agreement score between analyses within the same scenario. The agreement score is calculated by counting the frequency per step where the two analysts outputted identical answers and then dividing it by the total number of alert instances (i.e 200).

We first consider the extent to which analysts agree on their assessments for each step of the process delineated in Table 3. Agreement scores for each step in the process are calculated across 200 pairwise comparisons of assessments performed by two separate analysts. Figure 4 shows the calculated agreement rates across each process stage and step. We find that, overall, analysts agree on the evaluation of the information.
Table 7: Response option for each step

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Step</th>
<th>No. Response options</th>
<th>Response options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relevance indicators</td>
<td>signature specificity(SIS)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Old, New</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>signature age(SiA)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Generic, Specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>customer scope(CS)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes, No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional alerts</td>
<td>alert history(AH)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>First occurrence, Typically NI, Typically FP, Inconclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>surrounding alerts(SA)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Adds Evidence, Does not add evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contextual information</td>
<td>related logs(RL)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Logs which indicate the result/impact of the event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>traffic stream information(TSI)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Small, Normal, Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>target host information(THI)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Vulnerable, Not vulnerable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>target hosts behaviour(THB)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Normal behavior, Unusual behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack evidence</td>
<td>attack/exploit information(A/EI)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Attack, No attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>attacker information(AI)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Trusted external host, Unknown external host</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>attack success indicators(ASI)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Definitely unsuccessful, Successful, Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relation to the use cases(RUC)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unrelated, Related</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: The internal consistency of our baseline threat analysis process.

collected in each step. We stress that the process does not mandate or instruct the analysts in how to find relevant information to make an assessment on that specific step (e.g. no query template is provided to identify ‘related logs’, RL, in the Contextual information stage). It is therefore to be expected that, the wider the information space associated to the assessment of a specific step is, the lower the expected agreement of analysts is. Our findings suggest that this holds also for our pool of analysts who have similar background and level of experience, and who received the same professional training. On the other hand, we observe that for each stage one or more steps consistently achieve relatively high agreement levels of 70% or more. To evaluate analysts agreement on the outcome of the process, we calculate Cohen’s Kappa on analysts’ final classification of an alert as ‘interesting’ or ‘not interesting’ for those analysts who employed the proposed process ($\kappa = 0.52$, $CI: [0.36,0.68]$), and those who did not ($\kappa = 0.45$, $CI: [0.28,0.64]$). Whereas a straightforward interpretation of $\kappa$ is not possible, both scores indicates a ‘moderately strong agreement’ [1, Ch.11.5.4] within the two groups. However, we do not find significant differences in the agreement levels between the two groups. This suggests that analysts in either group take similar decisions when compared to analysts in the same group.

E Changes to the process as a result of expert feedback

The initial sequence steps identified was extended with CS after the first round of verification, and RUC was moved from the start of the sequence to the end. CS was previously covered by RUC, but was found to be atomic and impactful enough to justify its own step. Additionally, CS can be determined more easily and thus earlier, than RUC.

As discovered during the verification by the experts, RUC requires details about the attack, the affected system and the impact, which are not available early on in the analysis process. For this reason as well, RUC was moved to the end of the sequence of steps. The adjustments detailed above were implemented before the experiment design and execution.

The question corresponding to the stage Contextual information was changed from “2-way communication established between attacker and attacked host” to “Vulnerable host reached by potential attack”, to capture cases were attacks or exploits do not result in a two-way communication between the attacker and the attacked host.

Finally, a step named “signature quality” (now omitted) was split up into “signature specificity” and “signature age”, the step “target host information” was split into “target host information” and “target host behaviour” and the step “attack/exploit information” was split into “attack/exploit information” and “attacker information”. These changes were made to make the steps more atomic.